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Abstract

Sound localization for a robot or an embedded sys-
tem is usually solved by using Interaural Phase Di�er-
ence (IPD) and Interaural Intensity Di�erence (IID).
These values are calculated by using Head-Related Trans-
fer Function (HRTF). However, HRTF depends on
the shape of head and also changes as environments
changes. Therefore, sound localization without HRTF
is needed for real-world applications. In this paper,
we present a new sound localization method based on
auditory epipolar geometry with motion control. Audi-
tory epipolar geometry is an extension of epipolar ge-
ometry in stereo vision to audition, and auditory and
visual epipolar geometry can share the sound source
direction. The key idea is to exploit additional inputs
obtained by motor control in order to compensate dam-
ages in the IPD and IID caused by reverberation of the
room and the body of a robot. The proposed system can
localize and extract simultaneous two sound sources in
a real-world room.

Keywords : sensor fusion, humanoid, localization,
active audition

1 Introduction

Auditory processing in robots is important for un-
derstanding the surrounding environment and com-
pensating narrow visual �eld. However, auditory pro-
cessing in robotics has not been studied so much. Some
robots developed so far had a capability of sound source
localization [1, 2]. They can localize only a sound
source, while we usually hear mixture of sounds. Com-
putational Auditory Scene Analysis ( CASA ) has been
studied for understanding mixture of sounds. W e ap-

ply CASA concepts to humanoid robot and aim to re-
alize a robot which can understand mixture of sounds.
Then, in this paper, we focus on sound source extrac-
tion and localization, which can work even when mul-
tiple sound sources exist.

Generally, Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF)
is used for sound source localization in binaural pro-
cessing. HRTF depends on each person or embedded
system due to the di�erence of its head shape. It also
changes as the environment changes. In some cases,
HRTF's change is quite drastic and mobile systems
may fail in sound localization based on HRTF. There-
fore, sound source localization without HRTF is nec-
essary for real-world or at least dynamically varying
environments.

As a testbed of integration of perceptual informa-
tion in the real world with motor control, we designed
a humanoid robot (hereafter, referred to as SIG) [3].

The mechanical structure of SIG is shown in Fig. 1(a).
SIG has 4 DOFs of body driven by 4 DC motors, a
pair of CCD cameras of Sony EVI-G20, and omnidi-
rectional microphones of Sony electret condenser mi-
crophone ECM-77S. It has the cover and simple pin-
nae as shown in Fig. 1(b). Microphones are installed
inside the pinnae, but they have small holes to cap-
ture sounds directly from outside the cover as shown
in Fig. 1(c).

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
auditory epipolar geometry for sound source localiza-
tion without HRTF. Section 3 presents issues in au-
ditory epipolar geometry. Section 4 proposes a new
sound source localization system by integration of au-
ditory epipolar geometry and motor control. Section 5
shows evaluation of the system, and last two sections
give discussion and conclusion.
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Figure 1: SIG the humanoid

2 Auditory Epipolar Geometry

Auditory Epipolar Geometry is proposed to extract
directional information of sound sources without using
HRTF [4]. In stereo vision research, epipolar geome-
try is one of the most common localization method [5].
Auditory epipolar geometry is an extension of epipolar
geometry in vision (hereafter, visual epipolar geome-
try) to audition as shown in Fig 2. Since auditory
epipolar geometry extracts directional information by
using the geometrical relation, it can dispense with
HRTF.

Auditory epipolar geometry works as follows. First,
it extracts peaks by using Fast Fourier Transforms
(FFT) for each subband, and then calculates the In-
teraural Phase Di�erence (IPD) as the di�erence of
phases between right and left peaks. The sound source
direction is estimated by Eq. (1):

cos � =
v

2�fb
4' (1)

where v is the velocity of sound, b is the distance (base-
line) between left and right microphones, �' is IPD
and f is the frequency of sound. In this paper, the
velocity of sound is �xed to 340m/sec and is invariant
to the temperature and humidity.

Since the baselines for vision and audition are in
parallel in SIG, whenever sound source is localized by
visual epipolar geometry, it can be easily converted
into the angle �. This means that symbolic represen-
tation of direction is used as a clue to integrate visual
and auditory information, and we reported the feasi-
bility of such integration based on epipolar geometry
[4].

Auditory epipolar geometry has two problems. One
is the inuence of the cover of SIG, and the other is
inuence of real-world environments such as reverber-
ation of the room and the body of SIG. As the �rst
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problem, a sound can reach at most an ear directly.
For example, in Fig. 3, a sound has to travel along the
cover because left path is not direct to the left ear from
a sound source. The problem is solved by adjusting
the formula of auditory epipolar geometry by taking
the shape of SIG into account. The new formula is
speci�ed as follows:

� = F�1
�

v

2�f
�'

�
(2)

where F represents the di�erence of distance between
left and right ears from an in�nite sound source.
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The second problem is solved by measurement and
simulation of various parameters, which is described
in the next section.

3 Issues in Auditory Epipolar Geome-
try

IPD and IID(Interaural Intensity Di�erence) de-
pend on the following three major factors:

1. Distance di�erence between left and right ears
from a sound source

2. Reverberation of robot body and head
3. Reverberation of room

To investigate inuences of these factors in real-
world, we measured acoustics of SIG. In addition, to
clear inuence by the factor which is di�cult to ana-
lyze by measurements, we simulated the acoustics by
Boundary ElementMethod (BEM) using SYSNOISE1 .
1 Computational Vibro-Acoustics software, Copyrigh t LMS

International 1999.
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Figure 4: IPD Measurement(AEG: auditory epipolar
geometry)

We measured impulse responses in the range of
�90� from the median plane of SIG in the horizontal
plane by 10� in an anechoic room. Fig. 4(a) shows the
result of acoustic measurement using exposed stereo
microphones without the cover. In this case, we do not
need to take any inuence of the cover into account.
Thin lines labeled \AEG" means IPD estimated by
Eq.( 1), that is, auditory epipolar geometry. The esti-
mation by auditory epipolar geometry �ts correspond-
ing measured data well. This proves that the principle
of auditory epipolar geometry is correct.

Fig. 4(b) shows comparison between IPD of SIG in
an anechoic room and IPD estimated by Eq. (1). The
estimation by auditory epipolar geometry does not �t
corresponding data at frequencies of higher than 300
Hz. This mis�t is caused by reverberation of SIG body
and head, where HRTF models all inuence the input.

Fig. 4(c) shows a comparison between measured
IPD of SIG in an anechoic room and estimated IPD by
Eq. (2). IPD is estimated better than one in Fig. 4(b).
This indicates that the mis�t problem of cover inu-
ence is overcome by the revised auditory epipolar ge-
ometry by Eq. (2).

Fig. 4(d) shows the result of measurements in a
prepared non-anechoic room. This room is 10m2 and
has sound absorbing material attached to walls, ceiling

and oor. Measured IPD is distorted by room acous-
tics. The revised auditory epipolar geometry does not
work well at the frequencies of higher than 1200 Hz
because the range of IPD exceeds �2� corresponding
to the baseline of SIG`s ears. In every case, the sen-
sitivity against the directional change of around 0� is
higher.

Next, we analyzed the inuence of room reverber-
ation using SYSNOISE. Fig. 5 shows IPD and IID at
30�. IPD and IID labeled \SYSNOISE (no oor)"
are calculated using 3D mesh data of SIG head, and
have peaks between 300 and 400 Hz. These peaks are
caused by SIG head. IPD and IID measured with SIG
also have peaks between 300 and 400 Hz by the cover.

We also calculated IPD and IID under the condition
that a oor exists at the distance of 1m below SIG . In
comparison with the case of no oor, more peaks are
found. Thus, even a simple oor causes undulations
of IPD and IID. Therefore, it is necessary for sound
source localization to consider acoustic environments.
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Figure 5: Measured and simulated IPD and IID at 30�

We showed auditory epipolar geometry method is
robust against the �rst and second factors by using
revised auditory epipolar geometry. Although we can
localize sound sources using HRTF, HRTF needs mea-
surement in an anechoic room. On the other hand, au-
ditory epipolar geometry can estimate sound source
direction mathematically and it does not need mea-
surement any longer.

As for the last factor, we cannot always measure
room acoustics in advance, especially in unknown acous-
tic environments. It is di�cult and time-consuming to
simulate room acoustics by SYSNOISE. We propose
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Figure 6: Sound source localization system by auditory epipolar geometry with motion control

a new sound source localization method to obtain ac-
curate direction by integrating with robot motion in
weak reverberation environments. The next section
explains a system with the new localization method.

4 Localization by Auditory Epipolar Ge-
ometry with Motion Control

In order to trace a speci�c sound source where mul-
tiple sound sources exist, we develop sound source lo-
calization system by integrating auditory epipolar ge-
ometry with motion control.

Fig. 6 shows the sound source localization system
by auditory epipolar geometry with motion control.
The system takes as input a mixture of sounds which
come from di�erent directional sound sources. The in-
put signal is sampled with sampling frequency of 48
KHz and 16-bit quantization, and converted into spec-
trum by FFT. By pitch extraction and sound source
localization, sound sources are separated with the di-
rection, and SIG can turn to the direction of a speci�c
sound source.

4.1 Pitch Extraction

Pitches are extracted as follows:
� Filtering a power spectrum
The �lter is designed as a band-pass �lter from
90 to 3000 Hz. In the pass band, frequencies
where the power is more than a threshold th are
to be passed. The threshold is determined exper-
imentally. The �ltered spectrum is represented
as

Sf (t) = fSp(fi; t)j90 < fi < 3000Hz;

Sp(fi; t) > thg (4)

where fi is frequency, t is time and Sp is power
spectrum of the input sound.

� Clustering peaks in a �ltered spectrum
First, clusters are created every sub-band in Sf .
Then, when there is neighboring sub-bands be-
tween two clusters, they are uni�ed as one clus-
ter. This processing is repeated until no neigh-
boring subbands between any two clusters are
found. As a result, C is obtained as a set of
cluster Cks.

C (t) = fCk(t)j1 � k � ng (5)

where n is the number of clusters in C.
� Extracting peaks from clusters
A sub-band which has the strongest power in
each cluster Ck is extracted as a peak Pk. Then
P is extracted as a set of peaks in C.

P (t) = fPk(t)jPk(t) = max(Ck(t)); 1 � k � ng
(6)

� Extracting sounds by harmonic relationships
Peaks which have a harmonic relationship with
each other are extracted as a sound by

Sj (t) = fPi(t)jHarmonics(Pi(t); PF 0(t))g (7)

where Sj is the jth sound and PF 0 is a peak
which has a fundamental frequency in Sj.

4.2 Matching using Auditory Epipolar Ge-
ometry

The sound source direction � is assumed within
�90� by 10� from the median plane of SIG. The sys-
tem uses IPD and IID for sound source localization.
As for sound source localization by IPD, the system
creates hypotheses of IPD by Eq. (2) for each �. Then
it calculates the distance between each hypothesis and
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IPD of input harmonics at frequencies of lower than
1200 Hz. The cost function is as follows:

d(�) =
1

nf<1200Hz

1200HzX
f=F0

(Ph(�; f )� Ps(f))
2=f ) (8)

where Ph and Ps are IPD of hypotheses and Sj, respec-
tively. And nf<1200Hz is number of harmonics lower
than 1200Hz.

Then � of hypothesis which has a minimum value
of d is regarded as sound source direction of the input
harmonics.

As for harmonics with more than 1200Hz, IPD is
not e�cient in localization as mentioned in Section 3.
IID has the feature that it is emphasized at high fre-
quency by the head because the wavelength is short.
So, we use IID for localization of such harmonics, that
is, the system judges whether a sound source is from
left or right side of SIG by summation of IID at fre-
quency of higher than 1200 Hz. The direction is left
side of SIG if d has positive value, otherwise it is right
side. We can use a matching technique similar to IPD
for localization by IID. However, hypothesis creation
of IID requires a lot of calculation. We do not use hy-
pothesis matching in localization by IID to make the
system work in the real-time.

4.3 Integration of IPD and IID b y Demp-
ster Shafer theory

By integration of IID and IPD, the system can get
more accurate direction information. Our integration
is based on Dempster-Shafer theory, and to apply lo-
calization by IPD and IID to this theory, belief factors
of IPD are calculated from the distances using proba-
bility density function.

p(�) =
1p
2�

Z d(�)�mp
s=n

�1
exp

�
�x2

2

�
dx (9)

where m and s are average and variance of d(�), re-
spectively. And n is the total number of d.

Our method judges only whether a sound source is
left or right from IID. So, we decided belief factors of
IID experimentally as shown in Tab. 1.

d 90� ! 40� 30� !�30� �40� ! �90�
+ 0.35 0.5 0.65
- 0.65 0.5 0.35

Table 1: IID belief factor

Then, belief factors of IID and IPD are integrated
using Dempster-Shafer theory.

PIPD+IID(�) = PIPD(�)PIID(�) + (1� PIPD(�))PIID(�)
+PIPD(�)(1 � PIID(�)) (10)

As a result of the integration, � with maximum
PIPD+IID is regarded as a sound source direction.

4.4 Sound Source Tracking

SIG can track a speci�c sound source using the di-
rection information obtained by sound source localiza-
tion. When a harmonic sound with a speci�c pitch is
detected, SIG acts as follows:

1. SIG estimates the direction of the sound using
epipolar based sound source localization method.

2. SIG turns to the direction of the sound source.
The angle to turn is a half of estimated direction.
When the angle is less than 10�, the angle is
made 10� compulsorily.

3. This process is repeated until one of the follow-
ing conditions are satis�ed.

� The estimated direction becomes 0�.
� The number of iteration reaches 10.
� The estimated direction exceeds the range
of �90�.

Thus, by tracking a sound source, SIG can turn to
the direction of the sound source. This means that
the accuracy of localization is improved because the
sensitivity of sound localization is the maximum in
the front of the sound source. The next section shows
experiments to prove the e�ectiveness of the system.

Humanoid

Loud Speaker A Loud Speaker B 

90o

0 o

-90 o

45o-45 o

234Hz100Hz
150Hz
200Hz

Figure 7: Experiment: Sound source localization with
motion

5 Experiments

We evaluate our system through 2 experiments. One
is sound source localization and tracking using 2 static
sound sources of harmonic sounds with constant F0.
This experiment proves the e�ectiveness of basic func-
tions such as sound source extraction, localization and
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tracking. The other uses moving human voices for
sound sources. It shows that our system can work
even when sound source is in motion and its funda-
mental frequency is changing.

5.1 Experiment 1: static sound sources
with constant fundamen tal frequency

There are two sound sources: two B&W Noutilus
805 loud speakers located in our prepared room of 10
square meters as described before.

One sound source A (Loud Speaker A) plays a har-
monic sound of 234 Hz. The other sound source B
(Loud Speaker B) plays that of 100, 150 or 200 Hz.
The initial direction of SIG is either of 0�;�45�;�90�
as shown in Fig. 7. It turns to the direction of A or B
according to focus-of-attention given in advance. W e
tracked sound sources using auditory epipolar geome-
try as well as HRTF for comparison. W e use IPD, IID
or both on direction estimation.

In HRTF, we use the same cost function as Eq. (8)
for IPD. And for IID, Eq. (11) is used as a cost func-
tion.

d(�) =
1

nf>1200Hz

3000HzX
f=1200Hz

(Ih(�; f) � Is(f))
2f) (11)

where Ih and Is are IID of hypotheses and Sj , respec-
tively. And nf>1200Hz is number of harmonics with
higher than 1200 Hz.

Table 2: result of sound source tracking

Initial Error Final Error
IPD IID Both IPD IID Both

0 AEG 1 100% 1 0 35 0
HRTF 0 12 1 0 6 0

45 AEG 19 100% 19 3 30 3
HRTF -10 5 5 -3 7 -2

-45 AEG -11 100% -11 0 -5 0
HRTF 5 -8 5 0 5 0

90 AEG -10 100% -10 3 15 3
HRTF -30 0 0 -5 -1 -5

-90 AEG 50 100% 3 5 -5 5
HRTF 53 53 3 60 47 0

(AEG: auditory epipolar geometry)

The total number of benchmarks is 202. For two
cases the system failed in tracking because of the range
excess of �90�. Except for them, the system succeeds
in tracking of sound sources. The result is summa-
rized in Tab. 2. The value in a �eld shows error

between true and estimated direction. Because the
system �nds only information of left or right by esti-
mation using IID in auditory epipolar geometry, per-
centage of correct direction in the �elds is shown.

The results are as follows:

� Sound source tracking is improved by the inte-
gration of IID and IPD. This tendency is remark-
able when the estimated direction is far from 0�.

� Localization by auditory epipolar geometry is
less accurate than HRTF at initial state. How-
ever, this is solved by turning towards the sound
source direction.

� Localization for a sound which can be used either
IPD or IID works well by sound source localiza-
tion with motion.

� The sensitivity of both auditory epipolar geome-
try and HRTF improves by turning to the sound
source direction.

5.2 Experimen t 2 : moving human voices

Mr. A and B stand at 15� left and 60� right to
SIG, respectively. Mr. A starts talking at t = 1:5(s).
And Mr. B starts talking at t = 3(s). They con-
tinue to talk until t = 17(s). We do not have any
constraints for their speeches. This time, they speak
arbitary phrases such as \hello SIG " and \please turn
to me" in Japanese and English continuously. Mr.
A starts moving at t = 6(s), while Mr. B does not
change his position through the experiment. SIG is
con�gured to track the �rst speaker, Mr. A. So, SIG
turns its body according to Mr. A's direction.

Fig. 8 shows the time sequence of the experiment. A
lighter line means motor direction of SIG, and darker
two lines mean estimated sound directions of speakers.
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Figure 8: Sound source tracking using SIG

Two sound sources by voice are separated well dur-
ing the experiment. The error of sound source local-
ization of Mr. A is about �15�, judging from di�er-
ence between motor and sound direction. The error is
within the same range even when Mr. A is moving,
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motor control works well because SIG is tracking Mr.
A smoothly.

The error of sound source localization of Mr. B is
�30� on average. It is bigger than Mr. A while Mr.
B does not move. And it becomes bigger after Mr. A
starts moving.

The reasons are as follows:

� The accuracy of sound source localization is low
as shown in Experiment 1 since Mr. B is far
from the SIG front direction.

� The fundamental frequency is changing contin-
uously because sound source is voice. This re-
duces the robustness against frequency change.

� SIG captures motor noises created by its active
motion while tracking. This a�ect sound source
localization badly.

This indicates that generally sound source localiza-
tion is not so accurate, but it can improve by facing
and tracking a sound source. Therefore, our sound
source localization works well under the natural envi-
ronment such as moving sound sources with changing
fundamental frequency.

6 Discussion and F uture work

We tried to localize the same benchmarks by ICA[6],
Direction Pass Filter[7], and BiHBSS[8]. However these
methods could not separate and localize sound sources
in the real world. Our system currently does not can-
cel inevitable motor noises made by robot itself to per-
ceive sounds in motion. Such noises should be can-
celed. W e already proposed such an active audition
system[4, 9]. Integration with active audition system
should be needed to be applied in the real world. Eval-
uation of the system in noisy environments, front-back
problem and vertical localization (elevation) without
using HRTF are remained as future work.

7 Conclusion

We presented a new sound localization method based
on auditory epipolar geometry with motion control.
It can localize simultaneous two sound sources in a
real-world room. The key idea is to use additional in-
puts obtained by motor control in order to compensate
damages in the IPD and IID caused by reverberation
of the room and the body of SIG. This idea leads to
the active audition system where a robot or embed-
ded system combines motor con trol, vision, and other
sensors for better auditory scene analysis.
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